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Abstract 
This paper presents a simple unifying algorithm for solving systems of linear equations. Solving a system of linear 
equations will be interpreted as an interpolation problem. This new approach leads us to a general algorithm called the 
recursive interpolation algorithm RIA, which includes the direct methods and some of the iterative methods. A version of 
the RIA with pivoting strategy will be given. We will also show how to choose two free sets of parameters in the RIA for 
recovering known direct methods. Other choices of these parameters yield some new methods. 
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1. Introduction 
The first contribution is to present a unified approach to the majority of  the existing algorithms 
for solving systems of  linear equations. They are embedded in a general class of  algorithms, the mA 
where they correspond to particular choices of  two free parameters. The PaA contains essentially all 
possible algorithms with the following property: they can solve, in exact arithmetic, a linear system 
starting from an arbitrary point and in a number of  iterations no greater than the number of  equations. 
The majority of  the direct and iterative methods proposed in the literature have this property and 
fall therefore into the RIA. The second contribution of  this paper lies in that new formulations of  
classical algorithms may be computationally attractive and compete with classical formulations. The 
Part I of  this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall the Schur complements and the 
Sylvester identity, we also give the formulation and briefly the construction of the R~A and prove 
some of  its properties. We study also an important particular case of  this algorithm and the version 
of  the Pan with a pivoting strategy will be also given. Section 3 is concerned with application of  
the mA to systems of  linear equations. We show how to choose the free parameters in the RIA for 
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recovering known direct methods. We give also some new algorithms. The interested reader may 
look at other choices of these free sets of parameters for finding additional new methods. 
2. Reeursive interpolation algorithm: RIA 
In [3] Brezinski proposed two algorithms, called the recursive interpolation algoritm (RIA) and 
the recursive projection algoritm (~A). These algorithms have been applied for implementing some 
vector sequence transformations, which can be expressed as a ratio of two determinants [3, 4, 7, 8, 
13, 15]. They are connected to other methods used in numerical analysis [5, 7]. These algorithms 
have also been applied for implementing some vector extrapolation methods for solving systems of 
linear and nonlinear equations [13, 14, 21]. In this section we will give the formulation of the RIA 
and recall some of its properties which have been studied in [14, 17], and we will use the projectors 
for deriving some new properties. We will also give the version with pivoting strategy of the R~A. 
A particular class of this algorithm will be also studied. For constructing the R~A we need some 
properties of the Schur complement and the vector Sylvester identity. We recall them briefly, for 
more details see [4, 5, 9, 11, 18]. 
2.1. Schur complements and Sylvester's identity 
First let us recall the definition of the Schur complement [5, 9, 11, 18] and give some of its 
properties [ 18]. 
Definition 2.1. Let M be a matrix partitioned into four blocks 
where the submatrix D is assumed to be square and nonsingular. The Schur complement of D in 
M, denoted by (MID), is defined by 
(M/D) = A - BD -1C. (2.2) 
Let us now give some properties of the Schur complements. It is easy to show the following 
properties. 
Property 2.1. Let us assume that the matrix D is nonsingular; then 
(2.3) 
Property 2.2. Assuming that the matrix D is nonsingular and E is a matrix such that the product 
EA is well defined, then 
Now we will give the Sylvester identity [4, 18]. 
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Property 2.3 (The Sylvester identity). Let M be the matrix defined by (2.1) and K be the matrix 
partitioned as follows: 
K= A . 
C 
I f  the matrices A and M are nonsingular, then we have 
(K/M) = ((K/A)/(M/A )) 
We will use the Schur complement and the Sylvester identity for obtaining the R~A. 
2.2. Formulation of  the RIA 
Let x, u~,... ,u,,z~,... ,z, be elements of [9". We denote by (., .) the usual inner product in E", by 
[]. [[ the corresponding norm and by [ • [ the determinant. We assume that the vectors u l , . . . ,u ,  are 
linearly independent. Now we define a vector interpolation problem as follows: 
Let Xo be an arbitrary vector of  [~n. For k <<. n find the vector xk of  [{" such that 
k 
xk = Xo ÷ ~ <ziui (2.6) 
i--I 
and for j = 1,. . . ,k 
(zj,xk) = (zj, x). (2.7) 
We will show briefly how to solve this problem, for more details see [3-5]. The relation (2.7) 
can be written explicitly as follows: 
[,z u, ,z 1 E,zl xo,1 
(2.8) . . . . . . . . . .  ~ • . . . 
(z~, u, ) (z~, u~) ~ • .. (z~, x - x0) J 
Denoting by Dk the matrix of the linear system (2.8) and assuming that this matrix is nonsingular 
we get from (2.6) 
[ (zl,x - x0)- 
Xk =Xo ÷ [Ul . . . .  ,uk ]Dk  1 " '"  (2.9) 
(z~, x - xo)_  
From (2.9) we see that xk can be expressed as a Schur complement (2.2), 
-x0 u~ • • • u~ __ 
(z~,x-xo) (zl,u,)... (Zl,Uk) / X k = _ . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dk  
( zk ,x -  xo) (z~,u,) ... (zk,u~) 
For computing xk recursively we need the following. 
(2.10) 
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Definition 2.2. Dk is said to be a strongly nonsingular matrix if [Dm[ ~ 0 for m = 1,..., k. 
Now we assume that Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix. We set for m = 1,..., k 
Xm = -- 
I --X0 b/1 " " " Um 
(Zl ,X -- Xo) (ZI ,Ul)  . . . (Zl,Um) 
L <Zm,X --Xo> <Zm,Ul) " ' "  (Zm, Um) 
and fo rm=l  .... , k -1  and for i  > m, we set 
Dm) , 
gm, i = 
U i l~l 1 • . . lg m 
(Zl,bli) (Z I ,U l ) " ' "  (Zl,b/m) 
(Zm, Ui) (Zm, Ul) " '"  (Zm, Um) 
Dm] • (2.11) 
So applying the vector Sylvester identity (2.5) to Xm, and properties of the Schur complements (2.3) 
and (2.4) we get 
Zm,X -- Xm_ 1 ) 
Xm =Xm-, + (Zm, gm-i,m) gm-,,m, (2.12) 
where gm-l,m is the vector defined by (2.11), which can be computed by using the same Sylvester 
identity 
go, m = Urn, 
for i=  l , . . . ,m- -1  
gi, m:g i - l ,m ( -~-~g i - l , i ,  
~zi, g i - l , i )  
end i. (2.13) 
From (2.12) and (2.13) we get the recursive interpolation algorithm (RIA) which is described as 
follows: 
Algorithm 1: RIA 
XO is an arbitrary vector, 
for m = 1,...,k, 
(Zm,X -- Xm-l) 
Xm = Xm_ 1 -~- 
(Zm, gm--l,m) 
g0,m+l = Um+l~ 
for i=  1,...,m, 
gi, m+l = gi- l ,m+l 
end i, 
end m. 
go, l = UI~ 
gm-l ,m, 
(zi, g i - l ,m+l)  
Zi, g i -  1,i) 
gi- l , i ,  
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Remark that the RIA, obtained with two free sets of  parameters Zm and Urn, is well defined (no 
break-down) if and only if (zrn, gm-l.m) ~ 0 for m = 1, . . . ,k .  We will see that this condition 
is satisfied if and only if Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix. Now we will give some of its 
properties. 
2.3. Some properties o f  the R IA 
We will recall some properties of the R~A, for more details see [17], and we will use projectors 
for giving some new properties. We will also study an important particular case of the RIA. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix, then we have 
(1) (Zm, gm_l,m) = IOml/IOrn-~l, fo rm = 1 . . . .  ,k, with IO01 = 1. 
(2) The RIA is well defined (i.e. no break-down). 
(3) (zrn, gj, i) = O, for  i > j>~m. 
(4) (zrn,xg) = (Zm,X), for  i=  1 , . . . , k  and m = 1 . . . . .  i. 
(5) gj, i is a linear combination o f  the vectors u l , . . . ,u j ,  ui. 
(6) The vectors g0, l,gl,2,...,gm-l,m generated by the r~A are linearly independent. 
(7) There exists ko <<,n such that Xko =x.  
Remark 2.1. From (5) and (6) of Proposition 2.1 we see that the vectors {ul . . . . .  Um) and 
{g0,1," '',gm--l,m) generate the same subspace. And from (2.13) we have 
~ (zj, gj--l,m) 
gi, m =Um -- gj--l,j 
j=l (ZJ'gJ--l'J) 
(2.14) 
The process used in the RIA for computing the vectors gm-l,m for m = 1, . . . ,n  can be interpreted 
as a process for constructing a new basis of ~n from the old basis Urn. The vectors gm-l,m generated 
by the R~A can be normalized to have length 1. 
Now we will give some new properties of the R~A. We set for m = 1, . . . ,k  
Um= [Ul,...,Um], (2.15) 
Zm = [Z~,... ,Zm], (2.16) 
Om = Um[ZTUm]-Iz T (2.17) 
where Z v is the adjoint of the matrix Z. 
Remark 2.2. It is easy to see that for m = 1 , . . . ,k  we have 
Om =ZTUm, (2.18) 
X m =X 0 + Om(X --Xo) , (2.19) 
gm, i = ( I -  Qrn)ui, for i > m. (2.20) 
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Note that the matrices Dm =ZTmUm for m = 1,... ,k do not have particular structure; they are only 
nonsingular. 
Proposition 2.2. I f  Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix, then we have 
(1) Qm is an oblique projector along the column space of  Zm ~ on the column space of  Urn. 
(2) (I - Qm)  2 = I - Qm. 
(3) QmQi = QiQm = Qi, if m>.i. 
Proof. Q2 m = Qm and (I - Qm)  2 = I - Qm are given immediately by using (2.17). Let us remark 
that QmUm=Um and x QmZm = Zm so the result (1) of the proposition follows. (3) is proved by using 
(1). [] 
Now let us set for m = 1, . . . ,k  
Gm = [g0,1,...,gm-l,m], 
Q'm T --1 T = Gm[ZmGm] Z m. 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
Proposition 2.3. I f  Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix, then we have 
(1) ZTmGm is a lower triangular matrix. 
(2) Q" is an oblique projector along the column space of Zm ~ on the column space of  Gin. 
(3) (I - O'm)2 = 1 - Q'm. 
(4) ' ' ' '  QmQi = QiQm = Q~, if m>~i. 
Proofl Item (1) of the proposition follows from (3) of Proposition 2.1. The other points use the 
same proof of Proposition 2.2. [] 
Proposition 2.4. I f  Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix, then we have for m = 1 .... , k 
Q'm = Qm, (2.23) 
Xm = XO + Q'(X --XO), (2.24) 
gm, i (I ' for > m. = -- Qm)ui i (2.25) 
Proof. Eq. (2.23) of this proposition will be proved by induction. For m = 1 we have Q'~ = Q1 
because g0,1 =Ul.  Assume now that (2.23) is true for m-  1 with m~>2, we will prove it for m. First 
let us consider for m = 2,. . .  ,k the matrix Z~Gm partitioned as follows: 
Zm_lGm_ 1 0 
ZVm Gm = 
ZTGm--I (Zm, gm--l,m) 
Then we get 
[Z Cm] -1  = 
-1 0 
T T --1 zmGm_1[Z~m_lGm_l] 1 
(Zm, gm-l,m) (Zm, gm-l,m) 
(2.26) 
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We have from (2.22) and (2.26) 
Qt m T -- 1 T = am[ZmGm] Z m 
T -1 
[Zm_lGm-1] 
=[am- l ,gm- l ,m]  T T --1 zmGm-l[Z~,_jGm-l] 
(Zm, gm-l,m) 
gm-l'mZTm -- am- l ) ,  =O~m-1-k  k \ ( I  t 
and for Qm we have 
0 
1 
(Zm, Orn--l,m) 
-1 - T T -] Z;,_i Urn-, Z;._lUm 
J Dm 1 = [ZTWm] -1 = ZTUm-1 (Zm, Um) 
-1 T Dml_l + Dm_lZ/n_ lum(Dm/Dm_ 1 )-IZmUm_lDm_lT -1 
__(Dm/Dm_ 1 -1 T -1 ) zmUm-lDrn- I  
using (2.20) we remark that 
TUm_IDm I T (Dm/Om-1)  = (Zm,Um) -- Z m _lZm_lUm 
~- (Zm,(1 -- Qm-l)Um) 
= (Zm, gm--l,m), 
using (2.20), (2.26), (2.27) and the fact that Q~m-I = Qm-l, we get 
T -1 T T ] 
Um[ZmUm] Z/n = [Um_l,Um]Om 1 [ Zm-I  Qm= L ;m J 
=Qm- I  - 'b (Om/Om-1) - l ( [  Om-t  T -- )UmZm(I -- Qm-I  ) 
! gm -- 1, mZTm 
= Qm-I + (Zm, Om--l,m)(I -- Q'-I) 
= Q.. 
--1 T ) -1  -Dm_IZ,~_lUm(Dm/Dm-1 
(Dm/Dm_l )  -1 
, 
19 
(2 .27)  
Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25) of the proposition follow immediatly from (2.19), (2.20) and (2.23). [] 
Many methods for solving systems of linear equations are particular cases of the RIA; see 3 and 
Part II [19]. An important particular case of the RIA is defined by choosing z m =ngm_l ,m,  where H is 
assumed to be a symmetric matrix. For this case we give some important properties. Let Ul, . . . ,un 
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be linearly independent vectors of ~", and let Q'm be the matrix defined by (2.22). Then, for this 
particular case, we have the following result. 
Proposition 2.5. I f  for  m= 1,. . . ,k,  we choose zm =Hgm-l,m, where H is assumed to be a symmetric 
matrix, and if Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix, then we have 
( 1 ) Q'mTH = HQ' m. 
(2) (Zm,X -- Xm-,) = (Z~,X -- XO) = (Hum,X - Xm-1). 
(3) (Zm,gm-l,i) ----(Hum, gm-l,i) = (Zm,Ui), for  i~m.  
(4) ZTmUm is an upper triangular matrix. 
(5) ZTmGm is a diagonal matrix. 
Proof. As H is a symmetric matrix and Zm--HGm then item (1) of the proposition follows imme- 
diatly. For proving (2) and (3) we use the fact that x,, =x0 + Q;, (x-xo) ,  gm, i = ( I -  Q'm)Ui and that 
Q~ is a projector. For proving (4) we use (3) of Proposition 2.2 and (2.20). (5) of the proposi- 
tion follows immediatly from the fact that ZTmGm = G~HG,, is a symmetric and lower triangular 
matrix. [] 
Remark 2.3. From (2) and (3) of Proposition 2.5 we see that the choice Zm =Hgm- l ,m or  2 m =Hum 
leads to mathematically equivalent algorithms. 
In the formulation of the Rig we have assumed that Dk is a strongly nonsingular matrix (i.e. no 
break-down), in general this condition is not satisfied and the RaA will fail. For avoiding this difficulty 
we use a pivoting strategy. This version will be denoted by PRIA, it can be described as follows: 
Algorithm 2: PRIA 
1. Xo is an arbitrary vector, g0,1 = Ul, 
2. for  m=l  .... ,k, j=O,  
3. if  (Zm, gm--l,m) # O, 
(Zm,X --Xm-~) 
Xm =Xm-I + (zm, gm-l,m) gm-l,m, 
g0,m+l ~ Urn+l, 
for  i= l , . . . ,m,  
(zi, gi-l,m+l) 
gi, m+l =gi-l,m+l (zi, gi-l,i) gi--l,i, 
end i, 
otherwise, 
j = j  + 1, v----Zm+j, Zm+j = Z,n+j-1, Zm+j-l =Zm, Zm = V, go to 3, 
end m. 
Note that the PPaA is obtained by pivoting the mth row of Dk with the (m +j ) th  row. 
3. Application: direct methods 
Let us consider the linear system 
Ax = b, (3.1) 
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where A = (ai, j) is an n × n real nonsingular matrix and b = (bl,... ,bn) T is a given vector of En. x 
is the unique exact solution of (3.1). If, in the RIA, we choose Zm and Um such that (Zm,X--Xm--1) is 
known, then from (7) of Proposition 2.1 we know that there exists k0 ~<n such that x~0 =x.  For the 
mth iterate vector Xm we define the associate residual vector, rm = b - AXm, given by 
(Zm,X -- Xm- , )_  
r m : Era_ 1 - -  "-f-"-'---'- '-"'~ Ztgm_ l ,  m. (3.2) 
~Zm, gm-- l ,m) 
For applying the PaA we have to solve two problems: 
P1. The RIA must be well defined (i.e. D~ is a strongly nonsingular matrix). 
P2. Zm must be choosen such that (Zm,X--Xm-l)  is known. 
The majority of the methods proposed in the literature, for solving (3.1), have the following 
property: they can solve, in exact arithmetic, the linear system (3.1) in a number of iterations 
no greater than n. There are two classes of these methods: direct methods and iterative methods. 
The direct methods will be defined from the PaA by choosing Zm directly from the system (3.1). If 
problem P2 is also solved for this choice we call such a method explicit direct method. We find in 
this class the Bordering method [6, 9], the Reinforcement method [9, 10], the Sloboda method [22], 
the Huang method [12], a class of the unscaled ABS algorithms [1], and others. A special case, 
which is a generalization of the Purcell method, see [14], will be also studied. If we use the lower 
triangular matrix ZTGn (see Proposition 2.3) for obtaining the solution of the system (3.1), this 
method will be called implicit direct method. We find in this class the implicit Sloboda method, the 
implicit Huang method, the LU-factorization [9, 11, 16], the QR-factorization [9, 11] and others. 
The iterative methods will be obtained from the RIA by choosing Zm depending on the preceding 
iterations. Now we will specify the choice of Um and Zm to obtain these methods and we will also 
give a new formulation for some of them. Some of the iterative methods obtained from the RIA will 
be studied in Part I! [19]. We also give other choices with the goal to obtain new methods. For 
m = 1,...,n, we set am : (am, l . . . . .  am, n) T and am : (al,m,.. .  ,an, m) T. 
3.1. Expl ic i t  direct methods  
We mean by explicit direct method any algorithm obtained from the RIA by choosing Zm directly 
from the system (3.1) such that Xm can be computed from Xm-l. We will recall some well known 
methods which are particular cases of the RIA. We will give also some new algorithms. 
3.1.1. The Sloboda method 
This method is a general one [22] which contains the Bordering method, the Reinforcement method 
and the Huang method. It is described as follows: 
Algorithm 3: The Sloboda method 
c0) (~) .,x~ "), are arbitrary vectors, X 0 ,X  0 , . .  
fo r  m= 1 , . . . ,n ,  
v(m) __ . (m) . (m- - l )  
m-- I  - - '~m- - I  - -Am- -1  , 
For i = m, . . . ,  n, 
- -  (am,Xm_ l ) . (m)  X(im) __ ..(i) bm (i) 
- -Am_ 1 --~ - -  . .~-  - Urn--l, 
(am,  Vm-1)  
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end i, 
end m. 
It has been proved in [22] that x~ ") = x, and if we set for i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1 and m = i + 1 . . . . .  n, 
/ j (m)  - -  . (m) . ( i)  i - -  "X'i - -  A'i 
then we get 
(m) 
. (m) . (m) (a i , "  
\ 
v i -1 / .  (i) 
U i : Ui_ 1 \ /ai, ~ Ui-l" 
Ui--1 ] 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Now we will  show that the Sloboda method is a particular case o f  the ILIA, and we will give the 
connection between this method and other methods. From (3.4) and the auxiliary vectors gi, m used in 
the Rig it is clear that we have (m) (m) (m) (0) gi, m=Vi , by choosing Zm=am we also have go, m=Um=V o =X o --X 0 
for m = 1 . . . .  , n. Thus, we have the fol lowing result. 
(o) Theorem 3.1. I f  we choose,  in the RIA, Xo = x o , Zm = am and Um = X(O m) -- X~ °) fo r  m = 1, . . . ,  n, then 
we get  the Sloboda method 
Proof.  From the above discussion it is sufficient to show that x m ~---X(m m). We have from the Sloboda 
method and (3.3) 
- - (am,Xm- l ) . (m)  X(m ) . . (m) bm ( ) 
:.,tin_ 1 + (a---m,V~l---- ~ Vm-, 
/ (m- - l )  . (m) \ 
. (m- - l )  . (m)  (am,X) -- ~am,Xm_ 1 + Um_l].(m) 
=Am_ 1 -~- Vm_ 1 -]- Um_ 1 am, " (m) \ urn-l] 
(am'X)  - -  (am'Xm-l)  gm l m 
: Xm--' "q- -~m-f-~m-----~,m~ --" 
= Xm. [] 
Then the associate algorithm, which is a modified version o f  the Sloboda method, is given as 
fol lows: 
Algorithm 4: The modified Sloboda method 
Xo is an arbitrary vector, go,~ =x~ 1) -x0, 
fo r  m= 1,...,n, 
bm -- (am,Xm-I 
Xm = Xm--1 -~- i ~ - m ~  ) gm--l,m, 
. (m+l )  
g0,m+l  ~ ,'% - -  X0 ,  
fo r  i=  l , . . . ,m,  
gi, m+l : gi-l,m+l + (ai, gi_l, i)  g i - l , i ,  
end i, 
end m. 
(ai, g i - l ,m+l )  
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The Xm'S and the gm, m+l 'S can be updated at the cost one extra vector  (gm, m+l) and one extra 
scalar ((am,gm-l ,m)) in memory and (4m + 6)n operations at each iteration. 
Remark 3.1. If we choose in the modified Sloboda method 
1. x0 = 0 and x~ m) =- em, then we get the Bordering method. 
2. x0 = b and x~ ") =em q- b, then we get the Reinforcement method. 
3. x0 -- 0 and x~ m) = am, then we get the Huang method. 
3.1.2. The unscaled ABS algorithms 
We will recall the unscaled ABS algorithms [1] and consider a particular class of this method. We 
show also that this class is a particular case of the RIA. The unscaled ABS algorithms are described 
as follows. 
Algorithm 5: The unscaled ABS algorithms 
2o & an arbitrary vector, Ho & an arbitrary nonsingular matrix, 
for m = 1,..., until convergence do, 
Pm =HT- IVm,  Vm is choosen such that (pm, am) 7 ~ 0, 
bm -- (am,Xm-l) 
Xm ~--- Xm--I ~- pro, 
(am, pro) 
Hm Hm-I t = --Hm_lamWmHm_l, W m is choosen such that (wm,Hm-lam) : 1, 
end m. 
We are interested by the following particular choice of Win: 
Vm 
Wm -- (am, Pm)" (3.5)  
This particular choice of Wm satisfies the condition (wm,nm_lam} =-  1. NOW we will give the choice 
of Zm and Um in the R~t, for giving the unscaled ABS algorithm with Wm defined by (3.5). Let us 
remark that 
m--I . T 
j=~ / /, P/? 
and 
T 
Pm= H; - I  Vm 
m--I T 
- - - -  .**j l vm 
(aj, P+) - 
m--I (a/,HT_,Vm) 
~-" HTVm-- ~-~ p+. 
j : ,  (aj, &)  
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Then we get the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let W m be given by (3.5). I f  we choose, in the R~A, X0 = Xo, Zm = am and U m : HgVm,  
then we get the correspondin9 class of  unscaled ABS algorithm. 
Proofl From the above discussion it is sufficient o show that gj, m=HTVm. We have go, m=Um =mTvm . 
Now we assume that gj-~,m = HT_lvm and we will prove it for j. We have 
m_____) 
9j, m = 9j-l,m (zj, gj_l,j ) 9g-l,j 
: HT_lvm (a"gT-lVm}g T v. 
(aj,HT_ivj) j - I  j 
vJ4 HT_I) Vm = ( H7-1 - 1-17-' laj, pjl 
: HTv m. [] 
Then the associate algorithm, which is a modified version of the unscaled ABS algorithm, is given 
as follows. 
Algorithm 6: The modified unscaled ABS algorithm 
Xo is an arbitrary vector, Ho is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix, 
go, l :H~v l ,  Vl is choosen such that (g0,1,al) # 0, m=0,  
1. m = m + 1 until convergence do, 
bm - (am,Xm-1) 
Xm :- Xm-! + (am, gm_l,m ) gm-l,m, 
Vm+ 1 is choosen, 
2. 90,m+l : nTVm+l, 
for i=  1,. . . ,m, 
(a i ,  9 i - l ,m+l )  
9i, m+l:gi- l ,m+l (ai, gi-l,i) 9i-l,i, 
end i, 
i f  (am+l,gm, m+l) ~L 0 9 0 to 1, 
otherwise change Vm+~ and go to 2. 
The Xm'S and the gm, m+~ 's can be updated at the cost one extra vector (9m, m+~ ) and one extra scalar 
((am, gm-l,m)) in memory and 2n2+ (4m + 6)n operations at each iteration without changing Vm+~. 
3.1.3. A special case 
It has been proved in [13, 14] that if we choose ~m = (aT,-bin) T E ~"+1 and ~l m : em E R n+l and 
if we apply the following process: 
~o,I = ~71, 
for m-- 1,.. . ,n 
g0,m+l : /gm+l, 
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for  i---- 1, . . . ,m 
(Zi, g i -  l,m+ l) ~ 
gi, m+l = gi--l,m+l (Zi, Oi-l,i) gi-l,i, (3 .6 )  
end i, 
end m, 
then we get 0.,.+~ = ( xT, 1) T, which is equivalent to the Purcell method. We will give a gen- 
eral case of  this method and show how to choose £m and /~m for obtaining the exact solution 
of (3.1). Let us consider for m 1 . . . .  n, Zm T T T = • = (Zm,--Vm) , bl m = (Urn,--Wm) T and u.+l = (qT, s )  T 
where Vm, Wm and s are scalars and consider the process (3.6) for having 0.,.+l- Invoking (2.20) we 
have 
On, n+l ~-- /~n+l -- OnUn+l, 
with Q. - ~T  ~ I~T = Un[Z. U.] -  Z. ,  where 
2.  = [Z l , . . . , i . ]  = _vv  , 
~.~[n = [/~1 . . . . .  ~ln] = [ Un ] 
__W T ' 
~T ~ v = (vl . . . .  , v.) T and w = (wl, . . .  ,Wn) T. Now assuming that ZV~U. and Z .U .  are nonsingular matrices 
and applying the Scherman-Morrisson formula [9, 10] we get 
[2~0.] -~ = [z~u.  + vwT] - '  
= [zSu . ] - '  - [zSu"]-I~wT[ZSU"]-' 
1 + wT[ZTUn]-Iu 
Then using (2.18), Q. will be as follows: 
On-- - - [_W TUn ] [Dn + VWT]_I[zT,__V] 
U~D;IZ f - U"DzI vWTDn 1zT -- UnDn I v + UnD;l vwTD;l V 
1 + wTD; l V 1 + wTD; ~ V 
--W LInTr"-- 1Ln_~ WTDn 1 vWTDn 1Z T WTDn I Id 
1 + wTD; ~ v 
WTDn 1 vWTDn 1V 
1 + WTDn 1 V 
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Assuming that the matrices Z, and U, are nonsingular then we get 
Ort, n4-I z 
s. vz;? % 
q - U"D21ZV"q + 1 + wTD21 
1 (s + wTDn1Zr, q) 
1 + wTD2 ~ v 
s 1 1 + WTDnlU  ZnTv  
1 
1 + wTD21v (S q- wTU~-Jq) 
(3.7) 
Remark 3.2. If  we choose in (3.7) 
1. v : b, w = q = 0, s = 1, z,, : am and u,, = e,,, then we get the Purcel l  method. 
2. • = b, w = O,z  m = am, Um= era, S • 0 and q an arbitrary vector, then we get 0~.~+~ = (s.  xV, s) v. 
The Bordering and the Reinforcement methods are included in this case. 
3. v = b, w = O, Zm = Um= a,~, s ~ 0 and q an arbitrary vector, then we get the Huan9 method, and 
= (s. x ,s) 
4. v = b, w = O, Zm = am, S ¢ O, q and Um are arbitrary vectors, then we get the Sloboda method, 
and g,.,+l = (s.  xT, s) v. 
3.1.4. Some new explicit direct methods 
We now propose other choices of  z m and Um in the RIA for obtaining some new explicit direct 
methods. We also give the condition for their existence. We recall that the RIA is well defined if and 
only if D, = ZV, Un is a strongly nonsingular matrix. 
(a) Zm = am, and 
U m = t~m, D~ = A 2, or 
Um = Aam, D,  = AZA r, or 
U m = A~lm, D, = A 3, o r  
Um= ATam, D, = AATA, or 
Um = ATCtm, Dn = AAVA T, 
i f  we choose, in (3.7), v = b, w = 0, s ¢ 0, and q an arbitrary vector, then we get 
0.,.+l = (s. S , s )  T. 
(b) Zm = AVam, and 
U m ~ em, D n ~- m 2, or  
Um= am, Dn  = A2A T, or  
U m = ~lm, D n ~ A 3, 
i f  we choose, in (3.7), v = Ab, w = O, s ¢ O, and q an arbitrary vector, then we get 
O.,°+l = (s. xT,s) 
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(c) Zm = ATOm, and 
him = Cm,  On = ATA, or 
Um = am, D~ = ATAA T, or 
Um = gZm, D, = AT A 2, 
if we choose, in (3.7), v = ATb, w = O, s ¢ O, and q an arbitrary vector, then we get 
= (s. xLs )  T. 
3.2. Implicit direct methods 
We mean by implicit direct method any procedure obtained from the RIA by choosing Zm directly 
from the system (3.1) and using the lower triangular matrix Z~G, for obtaining the solution of (3.1). 
We will give the implicit direct methods corresponding to the explicit direct methods reviewed 
above. We give also the LU-factorization and the QR-factorization. 
3.2.1. The implicit Sloboda method 
As shown in Theorem 3.1, the explicit Sloboda method is obtained from the RIA with the choice 
Zm = am and Um= X~ m) -  XO (i.e. Um is arbitrary). The associate implicit Sloboda method with this 
choice is given as follows. Invoking Proposition 2.3, Z~Gn = T is a lower triangular matrix, and with 
this choice Z~ =A, then solving Ax = b is equivalent to solve AG, y = Ty = b with x = Gny. Remark 
that the implicit Bordering method and the implicit Reinforcement method are obtained from the 
implicit Sloboda method with the choice Um= em. For this choice Gn is an upper unit triangular 
matrix. Remark also that the implicit Huang method is obtained from the implicit Sloboda method 
with the choice Um = am. For this choice GV~G, is a diagonal matrix [14]. 
3.2.2. The LU-factorization 
It is well known that for any strongly nonsingular matrix A, there exist a lower unit triangular 
matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U such that A =LU.  The factors L and U are unique [9, 11, 
16]. This factorization of A can be obtained by the auxiliary vectors 9j, m used in the RIA, with the 
choice Zm = ~m and Um = em. For this choice and from (5) of Proposition 2.1, G, becomes an upper 
unit triangular matrix, and from (1) of Proposition 2.3, Z,V, Gn becomes a lower triangular matrix. We 
have ZV~G~ = ATGn = T, then [Z,VG~] T = G~A = T T is an upper triangular matrix and G~ is a lower 
unit triangular matrix. From the uniqueness of the LU-factorization, we get G, v = L -l and T T = U, 
and solving Ax = b is equivalent to solving GnAxT = TTx = G~b. Remark that if A is symmetric and 
positive definite the LDL T Choleski factorization of A can be obtained with the choice G[ =L  -1 and 
TT= DL T. From this discussion we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.3. I f  we choose, in (2.13), Z m = ~l m and Um: em, then we get the LU-factorization of  A 
with L = G[ and U = [Z,VG,]T = G~A; and if  A is symmetric and positive definite, then we yet the 
LDLT-Choleski factorization of  A with L = G[ and DL T = [Z~VG,] T. 
3.2.3. The QR-factorization 
It is well known that for any nonsingular matrix A = [ci~,..., ~n], there exist an orthogonal matrix 
Q= [ql,...,qn] (i.e. QTQ is diagonal) and an upper unit triangular matrix R=(r i j )  such that A = QR 
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[9, 11]. This factorization can be obtained by the Gram-Schmidt process [9, 11], which is described 
as follows: 
qi = al, 
for  i = 2 , . . . ,n ,  
i--I (qj, ai) 
qi = ?ti - ~ qj, 
(qj, q~) j=l 
end i. 
From this process we can see that ri, i = 1, rid = (q~,aj)/(q~,qi) for j > i and r~,j = 0 otherwise. 
This factorization can be obtained by using the auxiliary vectors 9j, m used in the ~A with the choice 
Zm = qm and Um= ~m. We have the following result. 
Theorem 3.4. I f  we choose, in (2.13), Zm = qm and U m = Clm, then we get the QR-factorization of  A 
with Q = G, and R = [Z,VG,] T. 
Proofl First let us prove that gm-l,m =qm for m= 1,...,n. We have g0,1 =Ul =al  =q~. Assume now 
that it is true for m ~> 1, then from (2.25) we have gm, m+l = ( I -  Q~)b/m+ 1 with Q~, a diagolal matrix 
because z i :g i _ l , i ,  and the property follows. From Proposition 2.5 T T Z~Gn = G nGn is a diagonal matrix 
and T T GnA is upper triangular matrix. Then the result follows. D Z~ Un = an 
Remark that from Proposition 2.5 and Remark 2.3 the choice Z m = bl m = ~l m gives also the QR- 
factorization of A. The version given by Theorem 3.4 is called the modified Gram-Schmidt pro- 
cess [2, 20] and it is as follows: 
go, l : al~ 
fo r  m= 1, . . . ,n- -  1, 
g0,m+l = am+l, 
for  i=  1 , . . . ,m,  
(g i - l , i ,  g i - l ,m+l )  
gi, m+l : g i - l ,m+l  - -  " 7 - ' ~ - ~  g i - l , i ,  
~g i - l , i ,  g i - l , i )  
end i, 
end m. 
Invoking Proposition 2.5 and Remark 2.3 we have other equivalent formulations of the Gram- 
Schmidt process. We will give an important one which is given with the choice Zm = gm-l,m, Um= ~tm 
and by using the process given in the Remark 2.1. 
Algorithm 7: The normalized modified Gram-Schmidt process 
go,, = al/llamll, 
fo r  m= l , . . . ,n -1 ,  
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Table 1 
Method Choice of x0 Choice of Zm Choice of Um 
Bordering 0 am em 
Reinforcement b am em 
Huang 0 am a,. 
Sloboda x~ °) am x~ m) - x~ °) 
Unscaled ABS £0 am HTVm 
LU-factorization - am em 
QR-factorization - q~ or am am 
29 
g0,m+l : am+l~ 
fo r  i= l , . . . ,m,  
gi, m+l = gi-I,m+l -- (gi-l,i, gi-l,m+l )gi-l, i, 
end i, 
gm, m+l =gm, m+l/] Igm, m+l II, 
end m. 
Remark that Gn obtained from this algorithm is an orthonormal matrix (i.e. G[Gn = I )  
and solving Ax b is equivalent o solve T T = G, Ax  = G, b where G~A is an upper triangular matrix. 
In Table 1 we summarize the results about the identification of  the RXA with the various methods 
discussed in this paper. 
We remark that for the bordering method the n - m last components of  the iterate vector Xm are 
zero, and for the reinforcement method the n - m last components of  the iterate vector Xm are equal 
to the n -  m last components of  b. For this reason these methods are not interesting for a large 
system. 
In Part II [19] of  this paper we will give the connection between the R~A and some iterative 
methods. We will show that this formalism gives us new formulations of  these methods, which can 
be computationally attractive and compete with classical formulations. 
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